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My work is based on the work of Paulo Freire, and my current tasks come from the 
endeavors that Freire, Jesús Gomez, Joe Kincheloe and I did on Radical Love in the 
early part of the new century. Both Radical Love and Critical Pedagogy create my 
theoretical framework for critical activist pedagogy. In an ethnographic style, I 
create a bricolage approach to my narratives by discussion three examples of on-the-
ground work: I first discuss work with Syrian refugees in Budapest and working 
with colleagues in Keleti train station; I follow this by discussing continued work 
with newcomer Canadians from Syria and how to encourage dialogue in learning a 
critical media literacy; the third example comes from work with recently expelled 
Turkish refugees in Canada. 
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Mi trabajo se basa en el trabajo de Paulo Freire, y mis tareas actuales provienen de 
los esfuerzos que Freire, Jesús Gómez, Joe Kincheloe y yo hicimos en Amor radical 
a principios del nuevo siglo. Tanto el amor radical como la pedagogía crítica crean 
mi marco teórico para la pedagogía activista crítica. En un estilo etnográfico, creo 
un enfoque bricolage de mis narrativas al analizar tres ejemplos de trabajo sobre el 
terreno: primero analizo el trabajo con refugiados sirios en Budapest y trabajar con 
colegas en la estación de tren de Keleti; Sigo esto discutiendo el trabajo continuo 
con los recién llegados canadienses de Siria y cómo alentar el diálogo en el 
aprendizaje de una alfabetización mediática crítica; El tercer ejemplo proviene del 
trabajo con refugiados turcos expulsados recientemente en Canadá. 
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ive years ago, I returned from Budapest after attending an 
academic conference. Home was Calgary, Alberta, Canada, where 
I became aware of the rapidly growing influx of Syrian refugees in 
my city.  Ironically, much of my scholarship was grounded on the notion of 
Islamophobia, but as a theoretical scholar, my work revolved around media 
literacy and philosophy. I knew we had newcomers to our city, but I was 
not on the ground. I began to question what my work was as one who does 
critical pedagogy; wondering if my place as a researcher could also be in 
the field. How much was I really working with people? How much was I 
making a difference? Publishing/speaking, writing about the topic was not 
making a difference. To a professor, research is essential, we earn 
credibility and attempt to inform. Our voices are here, now, in this journal: 
our work…because we’re researchers. I began to feel that I wanted to do 
something that was not ethics-based, approval-based. I wanted to do 
something with the community, and I determined that working with Syrian 
newcomers was where I needed to be. I’m also Jewish, and so my presence 
on the ground had a particular difference than others’ work in my city. Most 
of our volunteers are Christian and, of course, Muslim, they were working 
with the Syrian refugees. I wanted to know about what I spoke about. 
 
7-11 September 2015: Stories from Keleti 
 
As I was preparing to fly to Budapest for a conference, our Canadian news 
was blurting constant bulletins about the “New Syrian Refugees.” It 
appeared that many had been stopped at the border in Hungary, either sent 
away or put in specific “holding” areas; many were in the basement of 
Budapest Keleti, the central station in Hungary’s large cosmopolitan 
capital. The Syrians were being kept there from 18-48 hours as they waited 
for a train out of Hungary. The Hungarians made it clear that the Syrians 
were not welcome to stay in their country. Others who fled Syria were 
detained in makeshift camps, fenced in, dead-ended in Hungary. An 
academic conference abroad, in my case, included packing for a week; we 
pack for the few hours we will speak/present/respond in sessions, we pack 
for the dinners, lunches, meetings, and visits to other sessions, and often, 
we pack for travel days and possible sightseeing. I packed as I listened to 
F 
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the news, I considered my presentation and my five days in Budapest. How 
would it work if I collected money or new items from my city, brought to 
Budapest and visited the train station? I would do my presentation, spend 
time working with the refugees. Could I possibly make a difference? Would 
I know what to do? I attempted to reach relief agencies in Budapest, one of 
them told there were no organized programs for people from abroad, but I 
could certainly come by when I arrived in Budapest. I put a notice on 
Facebook:  
 
EMERGENCY DONATIONS TO HUNGARY...help those caught 
in what is called a "migrant crisis"...WE HAVE AN 
APPOINTMENT TO DROP THINGS OFF IN BUDAPEST. 
 
We will be in Budapest on Wednesday-Friday this week. If you are 
in Calgary, and would like to bring NEW bottles of shampoo, baby 
liquid wash, plastic baby bottles, new children's hoodies, please let 
me know and we will bring goods to the train station to hand out. 
Please make sure everything with liquid is in a ziplock bag. Small 
goods all NEW are appreciated. Please get in touch with me by 
Sunday night. msgramsci@gmail. I CAN ALSO SHOP FOR YOU, 
IF YOU SEND ME A BANK TRANSFER. 
 
Within an hour my doorbell rang, a friend of mine was loaded with bags 
of new baby clothes. When she told the store manager who she was buying 
the clothes for, the woman went to the register and discounted the clothes. 
Behind her was an acquaintance with boxes of new shampoo, soap, 
cleaners, blankets. By the end of the day, we had filled 5 bulging duffle 
bags. I thanked the donors on-line. We left the next day, filled with 
excitement and all the items we could give to those in Keleti.  
 The next morning, the taxi driver was amused at the size of our bags, 
asking me how long we would be living in Budapest. My response of 5 
days astonished him, he queried why we had so much luggage. We 
explained the donations, he listened quietly. When we got to the airport, he 
helped with our luggage, and began to cry, “I came to Canada 20 years ago, 
it was a difficult journey and we had little…now we are blessed, I have not 
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gone to the bank today, but want to give you everything in my wallet to 
help the Syrians.” We hugged, all crying…we were on our way. 
 We reached Budapest early the next morning, went to our hotel, and I 
logged into my email. I didn’t understand all the notices from my bank, so 
logged into my account. Thousands of dollars had appeared in my account, 
my friends from different cities and countries had sent me transfers to help 
the refugees. Overwhelming.  
 After running into two dear friends/colleagues from Australia and one 
from the United Kingdom, we decided we would meet after our speeches, 
go to Keleti, and see how we could help. Meeting the following day, we 
found that there was little organization at the train station. The Syrians were 
all kept in the basement, assigned times when their train would come. 
About 6-8 hours before the train, they got ready, packed up, and were 
escorted to the main level, taken to the appropriate track, and instructed to 
sit cross-legged in a row and wait for the train. They sat for hours under the 
guard of at least two dozen armed police wearing facemasks…if they got 
out of line, they were warned they could lose their space. We realized there 
were two populations to assist, those downstairs and those waiting in the 
lines.  
 The basement was full, a mountain of old clothes towered on one side, 
discards/used donations from Hungarians, the mountain stayed tall as not 
many were finding anything they could use. An agency had donated 
camping tents and families set them up as temporary homes. The Syrians 
set up washing stations, there was a small medical unit with emergency 
materials. We visited each of the tents and spoke to the new inhabitants. 
Many had been there longer than the news had indicated, it was clear they 
were anxious to leave. We gave away what we brought from Canada, 
acknowledging the yawning expanse of people who needed basic help. We 
found the best thing to do was to ask people what we could get them in the 
stores above. Socks, leggings, shoes, backpacks were the items they asked 
for, some had walked from Syria with bleeding and damaged feet. Little 
ones had shoes that didn’t fit or were barefoot, mothers who always 
covered their legs under their abayas were asking for tights or leggings for 
modesty. As we ran out into the city to buy items, we would run by the 
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large taxi line, drivers standing against their cars, smoking, waiting for 
passengers. 
 At least one adult from most Syrian families spoke English. We asked 
one father if we could give him Euros to take with him…he replied 
thoughtfully that he didn’t want money, he wanted to know his family 
would be safe and other countries would receive him. As we worked in the 
station for that week, we saw small joys, the eyes of the children when we 
brought footballs for them, a big brother trying to help a little one stuff on 
shoes which were clearly too small, mothers relieved to be modestly re-
dressed. We noted that when each family left their tents to “move” upstairs 
for the train, they cleaned their tent, washing the tiny floor, stacking 
blankets and pillows, and left a short note of welcome in Arabic with 
candies or fruit.  
Our challenge was avoiding negative thoughts or comments about the 
Hungarian “hosts.” Walking next to lines of police, all armed with absurd 
facemasks, elicited our disgust. One night we planned to take a taxi to our 
hotel, none of the drivers would give us a ride…they recognized us and told 
us they would not drive the people assisting the Syrians. For me, it was a 
challenge to deal with this, that and the not-so-long ago historical memories 
of boxcars leaving Hungary to Auschwitz…Oppression is oppression, 
solidarity is solidarity…I thought often of Freire during that week. Working 
in Keleti changed me in significant ways, I would continue to be a theorist, 
to write, speak…but I would also find my way to the ground…taking 
Horton’s and Freire’s thoughts of making my road by walking. In earlier 
writing, Joe Kincheloe and I discuss the notion of essential 
multiculturalism, the dangers of essentialism (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 
1997). One can be a theory essentialist, climbing up the steep steps to that 
ivory tower, carrying a backpack of arrogance pressed between the pages of 
our latest book or article. Placing ourselves on the ground, at least 
occasionally, allows us to breathe with those we hope to serve by our words 
and deeds. Knowing who write about when we call out oppression allows us 
to stay human in many ways.   
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2015-2018 Calgary, Alberta, Canada: Making Sense of Media, 
Creating Bonds 
 
I mentally put together a construct of how we can make sense of people that 
are fleeing to a country, how they are perceived, and how local citizens 
would make received victims of forced migration… what we could we do 
to make a difference? Part of being human, in this post-post-modern era is 
to understand the messages which surround us, staying on the ground and 
sharing theories with those I write and speak about. In our mediated global 
world, our connections are created through media, after Keleti, I revisited 
my work on Islamophobia and understood that much of it was written with 
theory for theorists. In the past few years, I have attempted to spend time 
writing for those on the ground…instead of writing about oppression, I am 
attempting to work with those who have been oppressed to understand that 
oppression through the literacy of images and social media.  
An Earth-moving moment for me in the late 1980s, came through a film 
we were shown in graduate class. Made in 1978, Starting From Nina: The 
Politics of Learning (Martin, 1978) was shot in Toronto. Narrated by a 
teacher, it featured Paulo Freire and his discussions about working class 
immigrants and how one contextualizes students. Paulo also recalls a 
seminal moment in his own literacy pedagogy as he worked with a peasant 
worker who came to his class to learn to read and write. He tells of the 
breakthrough this man made by contextualizing his wife, Nina within the 
notion of literacy. This contextualization reminded me of the essential 
nature of making meaning with, not always about. As Freire teaches us, our 
critical pedagogical work is, in part, to emancipate and serve to facilitate 
empowerment with those whom we see as oppressed. To that end, I have 
moved my theory with those about whom I have theorized. 
 
The Power of Image, New Literacies 
 
My first attempts at working with, (not about) oppressed peoples came from 
my experiences in Keleti. After returning to Canada, I wanted to share 
photo images and social media with our own Syrian newcomer families in 
Calgary (adults, children, youth), in the interest of opening collaborative 
discussions. Instead of theorizing the political, the economic, the global, I 
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decided to begin by showing a group of my new friends, a photo which 
appeared all over the world at the beginning of the Syrian refugee crisis. 
The death of toddler Aylan Shenu (Alan Kurdi), a Syrian from a Kurdish 
background, was and is familiar to all, a photo of a tiny boy with a red shirt, 
shorts, and little boy shoes lying on the beach on his tummy…lying there 
on that spot where water comes to the edge of the sand, a beach close to 
Bodrum, a Turkish resort town. The 3 year-old boy was washed up onto the 
shore after drowning in the Mediterranean. A second photo showed a 
policeman carrying the little body across the beach. The twitter hashtag: 
#Kiyiya VuranInsanlik…humanity washed ashore. My point? to engage 
with those who were involved, those whom we so often theorize about…to 
listen, to assess needs, to create bonds with our newcomers on their terms. 
This photo of a little Syrian boy found dead in Turkey, on his way to 
Greece, spoke to our group. Stories of similar escapes, crying, laughing, 
recollections old and new were voiced. Theory was not pronounced, not at 
this point, it existed in the notions of media studies and my own critical 
pedagogical ways of making meaning. We discussed notions of 
Islamophobia, fear of the foreign, migrancy, immigration, fleeing, 
oppression, and humanity. Returning to the familiar, the media-saturated re-
creations of our lives allowed a cathartic narrative to emerge.  
As we were living within our narratives by the first two photos, I 
discussed the importance of photos and asked the group to discuss photos 
that made an impact on their lives. I introduced a few photos to share 
impressions from my youth, the ones I chose resonated with the group, 
connecting us to our global memories. I discussed November 22, 1963 and 
showed the iconic photograph of Jackie Kennedy crawling out the back of 
the car after her husband was shot. My memories as an 11 year old girl 
brought their memories to my story, I followed up with the 1968 photo of a 
group of men standing on the second floor of a motel, pointing into the air 
(indicating where a shot was fired), seconds after the death of Martin 
Luther King. This led to a discussion around great figures, religious and 
secular leaders who made a difference in our lives. We looked at the 
photos, the positions of the figures, the stories they told. We discussed the 
lack of words, yet the volumes that photos speak. We talked about power, 
political power. I showed a photo of Mussolini’s empty balcony with a flag 
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draped. Some made sounds of fear, of dislike, we looked at the symbols 
involved in the balcony and flags. We all have had our dictators. The group 
opened up about power and how it worked in their lives, their country; we 
discussed power and dictatorships in the United States, in the Middle East. 
The alliances of dictators are photographed many times as an initiative to 
create a fear, or a sympathy…always depending on who takes the photo. 
This led us to the notion of “point of view,” understanding that how we see 
media is how another determines they want us to see it. Social media was 
discussed and its role in contributing to peace or to war. We determined that 
our participation as consumers of media should include asking who created 
the media, and continuing discussions which lead to becoming media 
literate, we discussed the need to share these thoughts and examples with 
our children and youth. 
 
Organic Relationships, Lacking Labels  
 
Not long after the first gathering, we came together again to talk. The 
simple use of photographs and discussion of social media excited us all, we 
had these symbols and practices in common, differences seem to fade in 
many ways. I asked a group of Syrian youth if they wanted to drive with me 
to pick up some refreshments. They jumped in my car, out came an iPhone, 
and within a moment, it was plugged into my car. Arabic hip-hop filled the 
vehicle, five bouncing males rocked on, moving and grooving to the same 
beats and sounds millions of North Americans love. The irony of them 
sharing hip-hop with me was fabulous, music transcends most anything, the 
movements and happiness of youth changed the day. Once again, cultural 
exchange becomes the critical pedagogical, the contextual, the human. 
Have we removed the simple, the human, the contextual from our lives as 
academics? I continue to muse on this question as evidence mounts from on 
the ground engagements. 
After our discussion, our newcomers agreed that the dialogues served to 
create common alliances, unravel memories, and understand the impact 
media has on the world. Many began to take photos and use as discussion 
points for our own lives. I specifically remember working in the warehouse 
we created for our newcomer citizens from Syria, going through the items 
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people had donated. We were tired, it had been a long day, we were dirty 
from digging through bags and boxes. One of our friends reached into a box 
and pulled out a dirty, bright yellow bath towel full of holes. We realized 
the entire box had more old towels, one of the women asked, “don’t they 
think we have clean towels in Syria?” another laughed, “do they not 
understand it is hard to dry if the towel is full of holes?” We all began 
laughing…a group of crazy laughing women. We took a photo of us 
holding the towel, and put it up in the warehouse, it gave us many laughs. 
One of the women told me that she had seen a lot of the “garbage” people 
dumped at our warehouse, but had been afraid to mention it to us (the non-
refugees)…by us taking a photo and laughing, we were joined by irony, 
humor, indignance, and the realization that a clean, solid bath towel was a 
commodity in both Canada and the Middle East. Speaking these words, 
laughing at the conditions was emancipatory. 
In Budapest, those newly from Syria were the refugees, the Syrians, and, 
of course, in our minds, the incarcerated. In Canada, the news spoke of the 
Syrian refugees. Early into our work at the warehouse, someone began 
using the word, newcomer. What a difference this word made, we used it 
exclusively, and at some point, began to add new citizens. A name is not 
just a name, it is a label…a symbol…words hold power and how we discuss 
our neighbors or newcomers makes an enormous difference. Are youth 
young adults? The phrase takes away the generational difference of being a 
youth, the phrase implies an imitation, a mini me of a “grownup.” How do 
we phrase, name those different then we are? Our First Nations and 
Indigenous Canadians refer to those older than we are as elders or wise 
ones, knowledge-keepers. Respectful, informational, and lacking insult. Our 
newcomers are exactly that, those who recently came to be with us, lacking 
a politicized, often demonized label. 
 
Shared Narratives and Tragedy 
 
Many times, photographs are used to create shock, tragedy, blood, and 
violence, and to mold ideology. In English, journalists and media students 
are taught a phrase: If it bleeds, lead. If there is blood and tragedy, start 
with that story on the newspaper or the television, on Twitter or Facebook. 
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The reaction becomes essential. News never starts with something that 
appears kind or calm and safe. As media audiences we consume the 
negative, it is used to elicit shock, awe, tragedy: news. Media uses horror, 
blood, and death to start the shocking, this is also a foundation for racism, 
sexism, homophobia, multiple prejudices. When we consume images of 
fear, we become afraid…this is often used to frighten populations: 
Refugees, migrants, Roma/Travellers, expelled citizens, political victims, 
Indigenous peoples, the poor… How do we make sense of images we see? 
Fear can be caused by images. Without a dialogue about these images, they 
continue to maintain the power of the creator/photographer/news 
person/political media maker. Not only is media to be questioned in which 
ways we consume it, but in how we discuss it with those whose images 
have been used for fear and hatred. My work with images of Islamophobia 
has moved from taking images to non-Muslim peoples to working with 
those who are Muslim. Understanding how our lives have been 
misunderstood or feared allows us to speak to and face these images. Our 
work as social activists, critical pedagogues can often appear like preaching 
to those we discern need to know what we know. In the work I am doing, I 
believe that the most powerful collaboration is with those who are the 
subjects of a media/social media campaign. This conversation allows those 
who are directly displayed to speak their truths to power and to change 
images. Some of the most powerful prejudices are dismantled when those 
who have been exploited display a counter image. I am reminded of the 
group of Hijabi women in Canada who have pinned small buttons on 
themselves: Ask me about my hijab. Volunteering to speak to images and 
media disfunction, women wearing veils are empowered to articulate the 
fears instilled about Muslim head coverings, instead of maintaining this 
mystery, a simple button invites us to ask a question, to look for a 
conversation. Allowing media images to speak for the dead, the 
disempowered, and the displaced creates a non-truth. Dialogue and putting 
forth context returns us to different intents, reality, and hopefully, to a 
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May 2018-present: Displacement and Finding Place 
 
Media rarely shows the rich and famous, the dominant cultural inhabitants 
of towns, cities, neighborhoods, countries, naming them interlopers, 
invaders, threats. The irony is that the rich and political powerful are often 
exactly those terms. This makes our work essential, those of us engaged in 
teaching and working for social justice must understand exactly what 
displacement is and who is involved in the act of displacing. There are over 
144 million Muslims currently displaced in the world today, a phenomenal 
amount of people. Every area has different cultures, ways of life, names, 
designations, and difficulty. Who is entitled to what land? Other than 
Indigeneity, who has dominion over place? Understanding the importance 
of place, even impermanent place is essential when we work with 
newcomers, settlers, or travelers. Assumptions of ignorance, fifth, abuse, 
violence, anger, invasion…all are often readily applied to a population 
surge. Ironically, none of us belong on the land, except for the Indigenous, 
Metís, First Nations, Aboriginal, and Native peoples. By and far, most of us 
are interlopers, interrupters, yet depending on our cultural and genetic 
capital, we have managed to find our own place. 
In the past few years, we have seen an alarming situation emerging from 
Turkey. Less than a decade ago, Turkey was posed to become a full 
member of the European Union; great strides had been made in the country, 
an emancipatory Islamic society, it had become a Southern jewel in the 
EU’s growing crown.  However, within a few short years of Erdogan’s 
reign, the clarity of a dictatorship became evident and those who belonged 
to a specific group began to be targeted, purged, jailed, and threatened. 
Using alliances with different countries (certainly with Trump and the 
United States), media has been used to create an attempt to expel or 
annihilate an entire culture. Creating a false coup, Erdogan instigated 
marches and fear against the people who belong to the Hizmet movement. 
Using false accusations, journalists, teachers, professors, medical personnel 
are in fear of their lives, many have fled Turkey. Others, those Turkish 
Hizmet members who are teachers abroad are in hiding as their Turkish 
passports have been revoked an countries they live and teach in are 
attempting to find them, expel, or punish them.  
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In a short description, I would assert that Fethullah Gülen, the founder 
of Hizmet, is similar to Paulo Freire. Gülen is a Muslim liberation 
theologist (in my words). Understanding several decades ago that the 
country was suffering from an educational poverty, Gülen sought to create 
educational and medical institutions to bring Turkish people into an 
intellectual renaissance. Within a few years, Hizmet (the name for those 
who espouse to Gülen’s philosophies), led Turkey in new universities, 
schools, hospitals, publishing, and academic degrees. An irony is that 
Erdogan’s own children attended only Hizmet schools, he, indeed was an 
acquaintance of Gülen’s. After Erdogan became president, Gülen (who 
lives in the United States) came into disfavor with the new president and 
became the source of his wrath. The Hizmet movement being an incredibly 
successful enterprise, had all banks, universities, schools, seized, mortgages 
cancelled, and thousands fired and jailed. Consequently, for the past three 
years, we have had a global refugee plight of Hizmet Turks. 
Gülen is a leader of an educational movement, a critical pedagogical 
movement. He lives in security in the United States and Erdogan has 
attempted to insist that Trump force Gülen to return to Turkey. At this 
point, this has not happened. I work with the Turkish/Hizmet newcomers in 
Canada. Indeed, since the Syrian newcomers have been settled for over five 
years, our newcomers are often Turkish. Coming to our city often with 
Bachelors, Masters, Doctoral degrees, doctors, lawyers, psychologists, 
dentists, we have an influx of highly educated people who drive Ubers and 
deliver food. Last year the Intercultural Dialogue Institute (organization of 
Hizmet Turkish newcomers) asked me to assist in creating a multicultural, 
female celebration for March, International Women’s Month. As my 
background is theatre, it seemed appropriate to facilitate a performance-
based event which could speak both to women of all cultures and being a 
newcomer. As many of the women were uncomfortable to actually “act” in 
a play, we decided that a readers theatre would be appropriate and much 
more inclusive. We asked women from all cultures, Indigenous, long-time 
Canadians, and newcomers to write reflections of how they felt about being 
women, moving to Canada, their origins, their lives.  
Writing can be used to create conversation, especially with groups from 
different origins. Asking the women to either write together in a workshop 
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or send in their narratives on-line allowed them the ease and freedom to tell 
their story without embarrassment or being uncomfortable. After they 
finished their writing (some a few lines, some several pages), we assembled 
the narratives into paragraphs and had the women put their words on cards. 
Readers theatre becomes incredibly appropriate in this instance, as there is 
no pressure to memorize lines or to move/act, merely to read, and in some 
case, read in one’s native language.  
 We wrote the script with the women’s voices, it became a collection of 
narratives, of monologues, women from different parts of the world, all 
who now lived in one city in Canada. Setting “the stage” was really just 
putting stools and chairs in the front, while the audience sat facing the 
women. The script was created by putting each monologue/narrative in and 
followed by the next. After the introductions, the women read their stories. 
Tears, laughter, and community emerged as the audience and the women 
understood that as different as each story sounded, it was the same 
story…the narrative of place, of identity, of movement, change, and new 
beginnings. Hizmet women, Syrian women, First Nations women, 
European-ancestry women, all of us engaged in being women, being in 
Canada, and acknowledging that we come from somewhere, and we have a 
right to have a new somewhere. A simple use of theatre/drama, but a 
complex result, which I hope will continue every year. 
 
So Many Successes 
 
A couple of years ago, an enormous fire engulfed a city far in the North, 
about 8 hours by car from our town. The city, Fort McMurray, is where oil 
is drilled, processed, and shipped. The massive fire threatened to destroy 
the entire area, and many homes were lost, thousands displaced. Our Syrian 
newcomers, most having been in Canada less than a year, filled their cars 
with money, food and water, and drove many hours north in heavily-loaded 
trucks to distribute everything to the victims of the fires. On New Year’s 
Day, these new Canadians stood in line and gave blood. Each summer the 
Hizmet Turkish Canadians create an enormous Turkish Festival, to which 
thousands visit, eating, dancing, and sharing their collected Canadian-ness 
with one another. Our newcomers are their own spokespersons. Indeed, just 
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a few months ago, a handful of Hizmet newcomers opened a school for 
post-secondary students. They certified their curriculum with the province 
and have a new population of students, many of whom could not find 
access to higher education before the opening of the school…no student is 
turned away. It is the first school of its kind in North America. 
These narratives tell different stories about humanity, fear, loss, and 
even humor; they exhibit the difficult pathways that displaced persons must 
walk in order to find safe havens and permanent spaces; and how they 
begin the climb to be educationally, socially, and economically, participants 
in their new homes. As teacher/researchers we often lose sight of the human 
and real life living; however, by working on-the-ground, without academic 
intent and theoretical entitlement, we inform our own lives. This, in turn 
enlightens our scholarship in an authentic manner. If fear is created, we 
discuss it, we laugh at it, we compare it to different stories and experiences. 
We name how we are treated, what we see, we literally and figuratively 
wear our veils in solidarity. Being on the ground can be theorized, but it 
also must be practiced. In my own life, from Syria to Calgary or Turkey to 
Calgary, we are now all Canadians, all refugees becoming newcomers, we 
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